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ABSTRACT

Knowledge discovery in databases is a process that aims at the discovery of associations within data sets. The analysis of geo-referenced data demands a particular approach in this process. This chapter presents a new approach to the process of knowledge discovery, in which qualitative geographic identifiers give the positional aspects of geographic data. Those identifiers are manipulated using qualitative reasoning principles, which allows for the inference of new spatial relations required for the data mining step of the knowledge discovery process. The efficacy and usefulness of the implemented system — PADRÃO — has been tested with a bank dataset. The results support that traditional knowledge discovery systems, developed for relational databases and not having semantic knowledge linked to spatial data, can be used in the process of knowledge discovery in geo-referenced databases, since some of this semantic knowledge and the principles of qualitative spatial reasoning are available as spatial domain knowledge.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge discovery in databases is a process that aims at the discovery of associations within data sets. Data mining is the central step of this process. It corresponds to the application of algorithms for identifying patterns within data. Other steps are related to incorporating prior domain knowledge and interpretation of results.

The analysis of geo-referenced databases constitutes a special case that demands a particular approach within the knowledge discovery process.
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process. Geo-referenced data sets include allusion to geographical objects, locations or administrative sub-divisions of a region. The geographical location and extension of these objects define implicit relationships of spatial neighborhood. The data mining algorithms have to take this spatial neighborhood into account when looking for associations among data. They must evaluate if the geographic component has any influence in the patterns that can be identified.

Data mining algorithms available in traditional knowledge discovery tools, which have been developed for the analysis of relational databases, are not prepared for the analysis of this spatial component. This situation led to: (i) the development of new algorithms capable of dealing with spatial relationships; (ii) the adaptation of existing algorithms in order to enable them to deal with those spatial relationships; (iii) the integration of the capabilities for spatial analysis of spatial database management systems or geographical information systems with the tools normally used in the knowledge discovery process.

Most of the geographical attributes normally found in organizational databases (e.g., addresses) correspond to a type of spatial information, namely qualitative, which can be described using indirect positioning systems. In systems of spatial referencing using geographic identifiers, a position is referenced with respect to a real world location defined by a real world object. This object is termed a location, and its identifier is termed a geographic identifier. These geographic identifiers are very common in organizational databases, and they allow the integration of the spatial component associated with them in the process of knowledge discovery.

This chapter presents a new approach to the analysis of geo-referenced data. It is based on qualitative spatial reasoning strategies, which enable the integration of the spatial component in the knowledge discovery process. This approach, implemented in the Padrão system, allowed the analysis of geo-referenced databases and the identification of implicit relationships existing between the geo-spatial and non-spatial data.

The following sections, in outline, include: (i) an overview of the process of knowledge discovery and its several phases. The approaches usually followed in the analysis of geo-referenced databases are also presented; (ii) a description of qualitative spatial reasoning presenting its principles and the several spatial relations — direction, distance and topology. For the relations, an integrated spatial reasoning system was constructed and made available in the Spatial Knowledge Base of the Padrão.
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